The Austin art collection comprises of 72 artists born, based or trained in Texas with nearly 60% specific to Austin. From museum levels names such as Deborah Roberts to emerging talent such as Tsz Kam, the collection responds to the creative spirit of the city.

A 35 foot wall on the third floor features a curated selection entitled Break The Mould. Every piece resists the traditional format of wall-based work: square or rectangular framed work are conspicuously absent. A large percentage are textile-based work such as Michael Anthony Garcia’s embroidered baby blanket seemingly installed with pencils pierced into the wall. Other pieces purposefully create disruption by painting illusionary frames like Frances Fuchs or Daniel Rios Rodriguez’s jagged painted edges.

The other large salon hang on the ground floor pre-screening room includes 12 artists in the first decade of their career including Gabi Magaly, Jennifer Ling Datchuk, Adrian Armstrong, taylor barnes, Natalia Rocafuerte and Annie Arnold. Outside the cinema is a key work by Austin duo Teresa Hubbard / Alexander Birchler which directly references the history of Texan cinema. The events room includes a strong line-up of small sculptural work including pieces by The Haas Brothers, Cheyenne Weaver, Tammie Rubin, Sterling Allen, Jeff Williams, Madeline Donahue and Ron Geibel.

The hotel rooms feature commissions created by Eileen Wu, Michael Anthony Garcia and Xochi Solis. The site has two specially commissioned murals: Desireé Vaniecia created an image of black female divinity on the rooftop and Hayley Mitchell created an ethereal design connecting the entire interior staircase. The collection was curated in 2020 by Global Director of Art for Soho House Kate Bryan and Senior Art Collection Manager Sara Terzi.
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Left: Artwork by Hakeem Adewumi in Soho House Austin
Full list of Collection artists:

Level One
Reception

Artist
1. Santiago Escobedo-Garcia
Artists
2. Deborah Roberts
3. Beverly Acha
4-5. Michael Berryhill
Artists
1. Sterling Allen
2. Robin Kang

Level One
Cinema Reception
Artists
1. Miranda Terry
2. Natalia Rocaforuete
3. Paloma Mayorga
4. Christine Garvey
5. Adrian Armstrong
6. Katy Horan
7. Manik Raj Makra
8. Taylor Barnes
9. Mai Snow
10. Santiago Escobedo-Garcia
11. Gabi Magaly
12. Jennifer Ling Datchuk
13. Jennifer Ling Datchuk
14. Annie Arnold
15. Jieun Beth
Artist
16. Teresa Hubbard and Alexander Birchler
17-20. Betelhem Makonnen
Level Two
Elevator Lobby

Artists
1-2. Irene Antonia
Diane Reece
3. Ethel Shipton
4. Drew Liverman
5. Hakeem Adewumi
6. Sarah Zapata
Level Two
Bedroom
& Restroom Corridor

Artists
1. Drew Liverman
2-5. Tsz Kam
Level Two
Events Lobby

Artists
1. Angelbert Metoyer
2-5. Elijah Barrett
6. Kyle Steed
7. José Villalobos
Level Two
Events Corridor

Artists
1. Cheyenne Weaver
2. Alexandra Robinson
Level Two
Event Room Bar

Artists
1. Ron Geibel
2. Sterling Allen
3. Cheyenne Weaver
4. Paloma Mayorga
5. Jeff Williams
6. Madeline Donahue
7. Katy Horan
8. Tammie Rubin
9. Haas Brothers
10. Miranda Terry
11. Brooke Burnside
Level Two
Event Room

Artists
1. Sara Gardona
2. Rachel Livedalen
3. Sara Gardona
Level Two
Green Room

Artists
1-3. Christa Blackwood
4. Liz Rodda
Artists
1-2. Cristina Velásquez
3. Colby Bird
Level Three
Elevator Lobby

Artists
4. RF Alvarez
5. Delita Martin
Level Three
Roof Club, Stairwell Wall

Artists
1. Sara Cardona
2. Robert Melton
3-4. Natalia Rocafuerte
Level Three
Roof Club

Artists
1. Elizabeth Glaessner
2-5. Gabi Magaly
Level Three
Roof Club Bar

Artists
1. Michael Anthony García
2. Adrian Esparza
3. Annie Arnold
4. Benjamin Terry
5-6. Kalee Appleton
7. Andy Coolquit
8. Cary Fagan
9. Benjamin Terry
10. Jeff Williams
11. Xavier Schipani
12-13. Bárbara Miñarro
14. Linda Arredondo
15. Baseera Khan
16. Carlos Rosales-Silva
17. Brad Tucker
18. Gabi Magaly
19. Daniel Rios Rodriguez
20. Gray Wielebinski
21. Gray Wielebinski
22. Kalee Appleton
23. Robert Melton
24. Tsz Kam
Level Three
Roof Club Bar

Artists
1. Natalie Frank
2. Frances Fuchs
Artist
1. Desireé Vaniecia
Stairwell Mural

1. Hayley Mitchell
Bedrooms
Each room includes one or more works by these artists

Michael Anthony García
Xochi Solis
With special thanks to Porsche, who continue to support the art world globally and powered the production of these special art maps for members.